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Abstract 
Two extremal algebras ,~ = (B, ®, ®) based on a linearly ordered set (B,~<) are 
considered: in the maxmin algebra ® = max, ® = min and in the maxgroup algebra 
@ = max and @ is a group operation. If a system A ® x = b of linear equations over an 
extremal algebra is insolvable, then any subset of equations uch that its omitting leads 
to a solvable subsystem is called a relieving set. We show that the problem of finding the 
minimum cardinality relieving set is NP-complete in the maxmin algebra already for 
bivalent systems, while it is polynomially solvable for bivalent systems in maxgroup 
algebra and also NP-complete for trivalent systems. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All 
rights reserved. 
AMS class(/ication: 15A06; 68Q25 
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1. Introduction 
Recent years have seen a rise of  interest in non-convent iona l  lgebras, part ly 
due to some new views on discrete dynamic  systems [1]. In  this paper  two ext- 
remal algebras ~ = (B, 0 ,  ®) based on a l inearly ordered set (B, ~< ) are con-  
sidered. In the maxmin  algebra, B is supposed to be bounded,  the max imum and 
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the minimum elements of B are denoted by 1 and 0, respectively, and 
@ -- max, ® = min. In the maxgroup algebra, ® is a group operation, compat- 
ible with the order ~< and @ = max. (Notice that in this case the set B must be 
unbounded.) We denote the neutral element of the group operation by 1, to be in 
accordance with the maxmin case. By B(n) we mean the set of all n-vectors over 
,~ and B(m,n) is the set of all m by n matrices over ~.  The operations ®, ® are 
extended to operations with vectors and matrices in formally the same way as in 
the conventional linear algebra. The ith row of a matrix A will be denoted by ai. 
Both algebras considered here are residuated, see Ref. [3]. This implies that 
the inequality a ® x ~< b has a maximum solution x*(a, b), which will be denoted 
also by a ®' b, to stress that it is a result of an operation with a and b. In the 
maxgroup algebra 
a®'b=a l®b,  
where a -~ is the inverse for a with respect o ® and in the maxmin algebra 
a@,b={b i f a>b,  
1 otherwise. 
Notice that this 'scalar' result can easily be extended to its 'matrix' variant: in 
residuated algebras the matrix inequality A ® × ~< h for A E B(m, n), b E B(m), 
x C B(n) has a maximum solution 
x* (A, b) = A v ®' b, 
where in the matrix (@', ®' ) -  composition the scalar operation ®' is used as the 
multiplication and @' = min (see Ref. [3]). We shall call the vector x*(A, b) the 
principal solution of the system of equations 
A@x=b,  (1) 
since this system is solvable if and only if x* (A, b) is its solution and in this case 
it is its maximum solution. In what follows, ifA and b are understood from the 
context, we shall simply write x*. 
Hence there is a very easy criterion for testing the solvability of system (1). 
However, when in the process of modelling a real situation the obtained linear 
system turns out to be unsolvable, this suggests an inadequate approach to the 
construction of the model. For remedying the situation several possible ap- 
proaches have been studied. One approach assumes that perhaps the mea- 
surements, estimations etc. that have led to the right-hand side vector b have 
been inaccurate, so it suggests modifying the right-hand side 'as little as pos- 
sible' to obtain a solvable system. With the Chebychev metric taken as the 
criterion for acceptability of this change, the problem has been solved in Ref. 
[2] for the maxgroup algebra and in Ref. [3] for the maxmin case. 
Another possibility is simply to omit some equations. The logic behind that 
is the following: if the data in those equations are erroneous, then their 
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inclusion in the system will not help to describe the modelled situation better. 
The criterion for minimality of the change is now the cardiaality of the 
dropped set. This criterion, however, often allows several alternative sets with 
equal cardinality to be dropped. We are more likely to get a unique solution if 
we assign a weight to each of the equations, according to probabilities of data 
errors, and we look for a relieving set with minimum weight. 
In Ref. [5] the problem of minimum relieving set has been shown to be NP- 
complete in the classical linear algebra; we shall extend this result to the 
maxgroup and maxmin case. 
In what follows, given an unsolvable system of the form (l), any set of its 
equations with the property that its omission leads to a solvable system, will be 
called a relieving set, the system obtained is a relieved system. We :show that the 
problem of finding a relieving set with cardinality smaller than a given integer 
is NP-complete in the maxmin algebra even for bivalent systems, while in the 
maxgroup algebra it is polynomially solvable for bivalent systems but NP- 
complete for trivalent systems. The 'principal solution' will be a useful key in 
our argument. In addition, we will have to get more insight into the combi- 
natorial properties of such systems. In the NP-completeness proofs we shall use 
a polynomial transformation from the vertex covering problem [@ 
Given a graph G = (V,E) and a number q, does there exist a subset V' of 
the vertex set such that each edge of G is incident upon at least one vertex 
from V' and I V'] <~ q? 
For simplicity, the set of all integers between r and s will be denoted by [r,s]. 
2. Maxmin algebra 
As already mentioned, we shall restrict our attention to bivalent systems, 
w.l.o.g, containing only entries equal to 0 or 1. We can then split the set of 
equations into two disjoint sets: one contains the equations with 0 on the right- 
hand side and the other equations with the right-hand side equal 1. Formally 
we shall represent such systems by 
A@x=O,  
C ,,~, x = 1. (2) 
where x E B(n), A ~ B(mt, n), C C B(m2, n) and 0, 1 are vectors of dimensions 
ml and m> containing only zeros and ones, respectively. 
For such a system, its principal solution is 
, f0  if there exists i C [1,ml] such that a{i= 1, 
xi = ~, 1 ifa,j =0  for all i E [1,mj]. 
Hence we have a trivial corollary: 
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Lemma 1. System (2) is solvable if and only if 
(Vk E [1,mz])(3j E [1,n])(e~j = 1 L: (Vi E [1,m,] aij = 0)). 
Therefore when looking for a relieving set of  a bivalent system, the following 
equations and variables are of no significance and can be excluded from further 
considerations: 
1. I fai j  = 0 for all j , then equation ai ® x = 0 is fulfilled for any vector x, there- 
fore it will for sure not belong to any min imum cardinality relieving set. 
2. Ifckj = 0 for all j, then equation ek ® x = 1 cannot be fulfilled for any vector 
x, hence it must be contained in any relieving set. 
3. Ifai9 = 0 for all i E [1, ml], then x) = 1. Hence any equation ck ® x = 1 such 
that ckj = 1 is automatical ly fulfilled, and it will not belong to any minimum 
cardinality relieving set. Moreover,  we can also simplify the system by omit- 
ting all such variables XJ. 
4. I f  ckj = 0 for all k E [1,m2], then variable x /cannot  contribute to the solv- 
ability of  any equation ek ® x = 1, hence this variable can be dropped too. 
Thus after a possible chain of reductions of the sort described above, either 
one or both subsets of equations become vacuous and hence the remaining 
system is solvable, or we get a system with the following properties: 
(i) it contains no zero rows, 
(ii) for each j E [1, n] there exists i c [1, ml] such that a~j = 1 and there exists 
k E [1, rn2] such that c~j = 1. 
Clearly, it is sufficient to study the relieving sets of  systems with those two 
properties. 
Theorem 1. The minimum relieving set problem is NP-complete in maxmin 
algebra even for bivalent systems. 
Proof. We shall polynomial ly transform the vertex-covering problem in graphs 
to the min imum relieving set problem. 
Let a graph G = (V,E) with V = {Vl,V2,...,Vn}. " E = {e l ,e2 , . . .  ,era} and a 
number q ~< n be given. W.l.o.g. we shall assume that G has no isolated vertices 
and for every edge e = {vi, vk} the order of its endvertices is fixed (which does 
not make G a directed graph; it is only a technical assumption). 
For  the graph G we shall construct an unsolvable bivalent system over 
maxmin algebra of the form 
A ~ ®xOA 2 ®y=O,  
C II ®xOC 21 ®y = 1, 
C 12 '9 x ~ C 22 ® y = 1, (3) 
C If ~ x ~ C 2g ~ y = 1, 
with A J,A 2 E B(n,m),C Ik,C 2k E B(m,m) for k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,g  = n + 1. 
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The vector of  unknowns z = (x~,.. .  ,Xm,yl , . . .  ~y,n)has two variables X/,Yi 
for each edge e/. The constructed system contains two sets of  equations. 
(i) There is one equation of  the form a I ® x ® a 2 ® y = 0 for each vertex vi 
(vertex-generated quation), such that a]j = 1 when vertex vi is the :first vertex of 
edge e~ and a~ = 1 if vertex vi is the second vertex of edge el; all the other 
coefficients are 0. 
(ii) there are n + 1 identical equations for each edge e /o f  the form el~ ® XJ G 
~ ® Yl = 1 for k = I, 2 , . . .  ~ n + 1 (edge-generated quations). 
It can be easily seen that this system is unsolvable, since in the first, vertex- 
generated part of the system there is exactly one coefficient equal to 1 for each 
variable, as each edge has exactly one first and exactly one second vertex. 
Therefore, the principal solution z* = 0 and hence the edge-generated equa- 
tions cannot be fulfilled by z*. 
Further, should a relieving set M contain an equation from the edge gen- 
erated part, then it must contain all its n + 1 copies. Hence any relieving set 
with cardinality at most q ~< n contains only vertex-generated quations. 
Now we shall show that a set V' C V is a vertex covering of G if and only if 
the set of equations M = {a~ ® x @ a~ ® y = 0; v~ E V'} is a relieving set con- 
taining only vertex-generated quations. 
Let V' be a vertex covering of  G. Then each edge eJ = {vi, v~ } is incident 
upon a vertex in V', w.l.o.g, let v~ E V'. Hence equation a I ® x @ a~ ® y : 0 is 
not in the relieved system obtained after omitt ing M, therefore x~ increases 
f rom0to  1 and all equat ionsc lk@x@c~ ~®y=l  fo rk=l ,2 ,  . . ,n+l  are 
fulfilled. 
For  the other implication let us consider a relieving set M with IM! ~< q and 
define 
V' = {vi; equation a] ® x @ a~ ®y = 0 is in M}. 
Take any edge eJ : {v,, vk}. Equations C~ ~ ® x ® C~ k ® y = 1 for k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  
n + 1 are fulfilled in the relieved system by z ~, which means that either x) = 1 or 
y; = 1, hence either v~ E V' or v~ E V'. 
We can conclude that G contains a vertex covering of  cardinality at most 
q ~< n if and only if system (3) contains a relieving set of cardinality at most q. 
Which completes the proof. [] 
3. Maxgroup algebra 
Linear systems A ® x = b in maxgroup algebra can w.l.o.g, be considered as 
having all the right-hand sides equal 1. (Obviously, the transformation a u 
a(i ® b[ l gives a system 
A ® x : 1, (4) 
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with the same solution set.) We shall consider only such systems and for those 
it is sufficient to concentrate on the matrix A only. A bivalent system in this 
paper is such that all its right-hand sides are equal to 1 and A contains besides 
the neutral element 1 a generic element g > 1 of  the group. Matrices of  trivalent 
systems will moreover contain g2. Clearly 1 < g < g2 and (g2)-I = g-2 
< g-~ < 1. A neutral row or column of a matrix has all entries equal to 1. 
Theorem 2. A bivalent system (4) in maxgroup algebra is solvable if and only if at 
least one of the following conditions is fulfilled: 
1. A contains no neutral row; 
2. A contains at least one neutral column. 
Proof. Suppose A contains no neutral row, i.e., each row contains at least one 
entry equal to g. Then we set xj = g-1 for al l j  and it is easily seen that this is a 
solution of  Eq. (4). I f  A contains a neutral column j, let us set xj = 1 and 
xk = g- l  for all k ¢ j. Then for each row ai ® x <~ 1, but equality is achieved in 
term j. 
For the converse implication let us suppose that the system has a solution, 
let us take its principal solution x* = A v ®' 1. I f  A contains no neutral column, 
then for each j there exists i such that aij = g and hence all the entries of x* are 
equal to g J. That means, since x* is a solution, that A contains no neutral row, 
which completes the proof. [] 
It is easy to see how to fulfill the condition of  Theorem 2. Let us denote 
M0 = the set of  neutral rows, 
Mj = {i; aij = g} for all j. 
The relieved system will fulfill the condition of  Theorem 2 if and only if at least 
one of the sets M0, M1, • • •, Mn will be omitted, hence the smallest of  these sets is 
the minimum relieving set. Therefore the minimum relieving set for bivalent 
systems (4) in maxgroup algebra can be found in polynomial time. 
Notice that compared to the maxmin case this result is not so surprising, 
taking into account the special form of  bivalent systems. However, the situa- 
tion changes as soon as we add a third entry. 
Theorem 3. The minimum relieving set problem in maxgroup algebra is NP- 
complete for trivalent systems. 
Proof. The proof  is very similar to the maxmin case. Again we polynomially 
transform the vertex-covering problem in graphs to the minimum relieving set 
problem. 
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Let a graph G = (V ,E )  with V = {Vl,V2 . . . . .  v ,} ,E  = {el ,e2 . . . . .  era} fulfill- 
ing the same assumptions as in Theorem 1 and a number  q ~< n be given. 
For  the graph G we construct an unsolvable trivalent system over maxgroup 
algebra of the form 
A l ®x~A 2 ®y = 1, 
C 11 @~X~ C 21 ®y = 1, 
C 12 ® x • C 22 ® y = 1, (5) 
C 1~ @ x ~ C 2'~ ,® y = 1, 
with the same dimensions and the same form of  the vector of variables as in 
Theorem 1. The equations are also defined similarly; where aq was set equal 1 
in the proof  of  Theorem 1, now it will be equal to g2, where cq was 1, now it 
will be equal g; all the other entries of the matrices are equal to the neutral 
element 1. 
It can be easily seen that this system is unsolvable, since again there is for 
each variable exactly one coefficient equal to g2 in the vertex-generated part of 
the system, therefore, z* = g-2 for each j and hence the edge-generated equa- 
tions cannot be fulfilled by z*. 
Again, any relieving set with cardinality at most q ~< n contains only vertex- 
generated equations. And quite similarly we show that a set V' _C V is a vertex 
covering of G if and only if the set of equations M = {a] ® x ® a~ ~ y = 1; v, c 
V'} is a relieving set of Eq. (5) containing only vertex-generated quations. [] 
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